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www.tcsimports.com

Be part of our new web marketing campaign designed specifically to drive customers
through your door along with new instore merchandising to achieve those vital sales.

Are you receiving maximum benefits as an Official TCS Stockist?

SERVICE QUALITY VALUE

Scotland - Contact Head Office 00353 429 351 351
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis 07860 418168
London N. Thames to Northamptonshire - Robin Humphrey 07966 227121
London S. Thames and South East - Andy Clarke 07916 282 683
South West & South Wales - Martin Demmer 07980 729 298

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351 Ireland: 042 9 351 351

HOLIDAY ORDERS
FRIDAY

OCTOBER
19

REGULAR ORDERS
ACCEPTED

fabric and italian leather suites - corner suites -  electric and manual recliners  - swivel recliners
power lift recliners - cinema seating - dining chairs and tables - cabinet ranges -  sofa beds - tub chairs - promotional ranges

fabric and italian leather suites - corner suites -  electric and manual recliners  - swivel recliners
power lift recliners - cinema seating - dining chairs and tables - cabinet ranges -  sofa beds - tub chairs - promotional ranges

We would like to take this opportunity to remind 
all our customers of our Christmas ordering deadlines.

All regular suite orders placed up to Friday 19th October will be delivered prior to Christmas. 

Please note that this deadline allows us to deliver up until Christmas week.
If your store closes prior to this, please adjust our deadline accordingly.

We will also endeavour to deliver all orders received up to the 26th October, 
but these cannot be guaranteed. 

After these dates, we can still accept orders but they may not be delivered until after the New Year.

Don’t forget that with the huge stock levels of suites and cabinet that we hold, 
you can still order stocked items up until Monday 10th December.

Contact your local Sales Representative for the most up to date Stock List.

MONDAY

DECEMBER
10

STOCK ORDERS
ACCEPTED

MASSIVE STOCK LEVELS

search :: tcs furniture

WINNERS -  BEST LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
MANUFACTURER 2009, 2011 and 2012

The Denver Suite from TCS
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Best of British
Local stars

Flooring Show
Shining bright

While all months are busy, September is
undoubtedly the busiest with a calendar
packed with exhibitions, from The Flooring
Show to the Branded Furniture Show via
Long Point, London Design Festival and The
Bed Show, to mention a few.

And while the shows are all different one
thing united most of them: a sense of
optimism that has been missing from the
industry recently.

I’m not suggesting that retailers, designers
and manufacturers had lost sight of the
economy and were eagerly anticipating a
return to 2007. No, it was a belief that having
come this far they felt they understood what
they needed to do – be it the design, pricing

structure, specification or marketing – and
were quietly confident that the latest
launches will appeal to consumers.

At those shows where the public were
involved there was a sense of excitement at
seeing the latest designs, something they
could seriously consider buying having kept
the credit card firmly under lock and key
during the past few years.

I’m not suggesting a sudden sales boom,
just a feeling that the mood was beginning
to turn and the era of talking ourselves
deeper into economic woe is starting to
wane.

The situation at Victoria Carpets provided
further fascination as claim and counterclaim
was made ahead of the 3 October general
meeting which could see control of the
board change hands again. At the AGM on 31
August, Victoria was briefly left with only one
director, chairman Katherine Innes Ker, and
she only survived because the Anton/New
Fortress consortium couldn’t get the
paperwork done in time to force a vote.
Victoria needs two directors to legally
function (or to sign the cheques as the wags
had it). What would have happened if Innes
Ker had been voted off?

September ended as it
started – with an
exhibition. And at most of
them there was a mood of
optimism that has been
absent in recent months.
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The war of words over the future of
Victoria Carpets continued ahead of the
general meeting that will decide the
make up of the group’s board on 3
October.

Katherine Innes Ker, Victoria chairman,
wrote to shareholders setting out the
board’s opposition to Alexander Anton,
Geoff Wilding and New Fortress Finance’s
attempt to have Anton, Wilding and
Andrew Harrison elected as directors
replacing Innes Ker and David Garmin.

She says the consortium wanted to
have her voted off the board at August’s
AGM but failed to get the paperwork
done in time. 

But Allan Bullock, Victoria group md;
Barry Poynter, md of the group’s
Australian business; Roger Hoyle and
Garman were removed at the AGM.

Innes Ker says: ‘The board believes that
a simple decision faces shareholders:
shareholders should vote against all the
[consortium’s] resolutions if they want to
preserve the full underlying value of their
shares and support the existing board
and management in the execution of the
proposed strategy to create maximum
value for shareholders. 

‘A vote for the resolutions will put at
risk a substantial part of the underlying

value of your shares. Such a vote would
support the potential payment of several
million pounds to a small number of
individuals whether or not they do
anything significant to create the value in
Victoria today and who expect to be paid
such large sums out of funds that would
otherwise be paid to shareholders.’

Anton and Wilding responded: ‘There
have been a lot of unjustified
accusations, obfuscations, and
misrepresentations made by the
company over the last few weeks.
However, instead of also indulging in
mudslinging, character assassination and
personal attacks, let’s look at some hard
facts.’ 

They said profits and dividends were
lower now than in 2004; the UK
operation had made just £300,000 from
sales of £114m in the past four years and
directors had been paid more than
shareholders had received in the past
four years. 

‘So, fundamentally, your decision
comes down to this: do you, as a
shareholder, want more of the same?’
they said.

Mark Garnier, MP for Wyre Forest
which includes Kidderminster, said the
trio were looking for ‘opportunities for a

fast buck. At stake is a company whose
stock market valuation represents
around half the true value of the
company, with a powerful group of
shareholders seeking to pull off a deal
which may well end up with significant
value sucked out. If other shareholders
get together, they will stop the corporate
manoeuvres and protect the value of the
business. If not, the raiders win the day
and the long-term future of the company
is uncertain.’

Staff at Victoria have expressed
concerns about the future of their jobs,
but Anton rejected any suggestion that
large cuts were planned. 

‘We want to put to bed this idea we
are going to slash everything and want
workers to realise it’s not all doom and
gloom. We don’t want workers to wait for
the axe to fall. We want them to feel
comfortable about change,’ says Anton.

But Bullock says: ‘If they are not telling
people their plan how can shareholders
make an informed decision? Their refusal
to do that speaks volumes. 

‘We question how they think they will
make the business more profitable. It
doesn’t sound like they are guaranteeing
jobs and they are not committed to the
company long-term,’ he adds. 

Beds giants Tempur-Pedic and Sealy are to be united in a
$1bn (£616m) deal after 51% of Sealy shareholders agreed
to the sale. Sealy UK’s licence is unaffected by the takeover.

Silentnight has held the Sealy licence for the UK and
Republic of Ireland since 1974. 

Steve Freeman, Silentnight md, says the deal will make
Sealy a bigger, better and stronger brand. 

The deal will see foam mattress maker Tempur-Pedic pay
$242m in cash and assume about $750m of Sealy’s debt. 

The move is seen as a defensive move by Tempur-Pedic
whose market share has slipped in the US bed market.

The valuation of Sealy is short of the $1.5bn private
equity firm Kohlberg Kravis and Roberts & Co paid in 2004.

KKR owns about 44% of the bed firm. Earlier this year,
Sealy’s second-largest shareholder, H Partners, accused KKR
of wiping out 90% of the firm’s value and saddling it with
debt.

Tempur-Pedic has borrowed $1.77bn to fund the
takeover, adding to its debts of $680m.

After the deal, which is expected to be completed next
year, Tempur-Pedic and Sealy will continue to operate
independently. Larry Rogers, Sealy ceo will report to Mark
Sarvary, Tempur-Pedic ceo.

The combined group will have sales of $2.7bn.

Tempur-Pedic
in £616m deal
to buy Sealy

Victoria war of words continues ahead of vote

Sealy UK’s licence is unaffected
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Lifestyle Floors has allowed the group to grow market presence

Amazon adds full Julian
Bowen offer online 
Amazon has made a major shift in its furniture offer, selling the
full Julian Bowen range. 

Products were available on Amazon.co.uk through other
retailers, but now Amazon is selling the ranges directly and
expects significant sales and strong growth in the coming years.

The move comes after the wholesaler set sales records in July
and August and a double-digit rise for the year to date.

Julian Bowen, company founder, says it is benefitting from its
ability to place and pay for large orders with suppliers, hold
millions of pounds of stock at its Kirkby-in-Ashfield warehouse –
which is to be increased soon – offer next day delivery with the
option of DHD and no minimum order. The company delivers
70,000 items a month including 15,000 beds.

Shoppers turned to decorating in the first half of the year in the
face of a weak housing market and bad weather, according to
B&Q and Dunelm Mill.

At B&Q sales of decorative paint jumped by 15%, for example,
while greenhouse sales dropped a quarter and plant sales fell
by a fifth as the weather forced consumers to turn their
attention indoors.

The chain says footfall fell off by a fifth in the worst weather-
affected weeks contributing to a 3% drop in sales to £2bn.
Retail profit plunged by 24.1% to £125m.

Interiors retailer Dunelm Mill shows no sign of slowing as it
lifted margin, sales and like for like sales.

The 118-store chain saw sales climb by 12.1% to £603.7m in
the six months to 30 June. Like for like sales rose by 3.1% and
pre-tax profits rose by 15.1% to £96.2m.

The chain is to introduce a catalogue, trialing a 200-page A4
catalogue. 

‘We believe the catalogue will clearly illustrate our range
breadth, quality and value. The distribution of the planned
700,000 print run will be biased towards the introduction of the
Dunelm proposition to new customers,’ says Nick Wharton
Dunelm chief executive.

Dunelm Mill’s sales rose 12.1% in the six months to 30 June

B&Q and Dunelm 
decorating sales up 
as bad weather hits

Headlam
growth 
continues 
Flooring distributor Headlam has continued to grow its
market share, increase distribution space and expand its
wholesaling operations.

Its UK like for like sales rose by 5.8% in the first half of
the year, and by 6.6% overall. The growth carried on into
July and August, which the group says indicates the
success of the independent retailer sector.

Despite a 8% drop in European sales, group turnover
rose by 3.9% to £279.4m with pre-tax profits up 4.5% to
£10.39m.

The expansion of the Coleshill and Tamworth
distribution centres will increase space by 45% to
444,000sqft collectively. Work is ongoing to buy the land
in Ipswich to move wholesaler Faithfulls to a 127,000sqft
purpose-built distribution centre.

The group is also paying £576,400, with a further
£50,000 on completion, to buy Cardiff wholesaler Flooring
Accessories, which had sales of £2.18m in the year to 31
July.
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Marks & Spencer has reshuffled its home management as part
of wider non-food changes. Damian Guha, trading director of
home, will be moved to an as yet unknown new role next
March when he will be succeeded by Stephanie Chen, House
of Fraser executive director for womenswear, fashion
accessories and lingerie. 

Derek Hayes, Minerva Furnishers Guild chairman, has been
succeeded by Martin Lukehurst, after almost 23 years in the
role. One of the buying group’s founder members, Hayes will
continue as a director and has been elected to honorary life
president.

The Metro flooring buying group has confirmed Steve
Depport as operations manager. Depport joins from Brintons
Carpets, where he spent nine years, latterly as group sales
manager. Prior to the carpet manufacturer he spent his career
in the food industry. ‘He brings a wealth of industry and client
development experience to his new role and his long-
standing contacts in the carpet industry will be a huge asset
to the group,’ says a Metro statement.

Bed division is Steinhoff star
Steinhoff’s UK bed division,
headed by Relyon, has had
record sales growth while
updated store formats are
helping its retail arm.

‘In line with the results of
the rest of the UK group, the
mattress category is
performing well,’ says the
global retailer and
manufacturer. 

‘This trend, both from an
intra-group and external
customer point of view, has
supported the UK foam and
mattress manufacturing division to record double digit
growth compared to the previous year.’ 

It says the sofa factory in
Wales continues to perform
strongly on the back of new
models manufactured for the
furniture retail division.

The retail division,
including the Harveys, Cargo,
Reid and Bensons for Beds
brands, benefitted from the
roll out of new formats. 

Steinhoff says the
performance of these new
concept stores has
outperformed the balance of
the store estate, with

increased trading between 24% and 56%.
UK sales rose by 16.5% to £500.3m in the year to 30 June. 

Bensons has seen sales rise

Top of the shops: Department stores Liberty and Selfridges were the only retailers in
the CoolBrands 2012/2013 Top 20. Farrow & Ball was named Top Decoration and Soft
Furnishings Brand and Vitra Top Hard Furnishings Brand. Amazon, BoConcept, Boffi,
Dwell, Ercol (pictured), Fired Earth, Graham & Brown, Harrods, Hulsta, Ikea, John Lewis,
Joseph Joseph, Ligne Roset, Little Green, Made.com, Marks & Spencer, Natuzzi,
Poliform, Purves & Purves, The French Bedroom Company, The White Company, Warren
Evans and Zoffany were also among those chosen as a CoolBrand.  

High streets need to become hubs for
online orders and look to older
customers if they are to prosper in the
coming years.

A report from Experian and The
Association of Town Centre Management
says town centres should focus on face-
to-face service and opportunities for
socialising and leisure activities.

Experian predicts that in 10 years’ time
there will be three million more people
in the UK over the age of 70. 

‘[Town centres] must fulfil the modern

need for convenience and value of those
with increasingly limited resources and
incomes, but not to the detriment of
quality and service sought by older and
more affluent consumers. At the same
time they need to embrace technology
to enrich the shopping experience by
combining online shopping with the
often more convenient option of
collecting goods in the town centre,’ says
the report.

It also says three new consumer
groups with reduced disposable incomes

will emerge, creating thriftier shoppers.
These are: the squashed bottom –

hard-pressed singles and families,
prevalent in Yorkshire, the North West
and North East of England; struggling
elderly singles and couples – particularly
in Merthyr Tydfil, Treorchy and Abertillery
in Wales, Motherwell, Irvine and
Coatbridge in Scotland, and the North
East; and the squeezed middle – middle
to lower income families, primarily in
Llanelli, Pontypool and Cwmbran in
Wales, East Midlands and the North West. 

Town centres must cater for grey market





North American Saxonies
ideal for those cold Winter nights
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GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

“This proves advertising
does work if it’s done

properly.”
“The original sales target was smashed – we
took about 65% of current annual turnover
during the 17 day sales event. Your event

manager was fantastic – he fitted in well and
got on so well with everyone. I believe it worked

so well because Greenwood were behind it,
guiding us through the whole event.”

Trissie Beard. M. D.
BROOK LEISURE. Surrey.

Generate instant sales &
profit for your business...

Greenwood plan and organise more sales
events for quality independent retailers in the

UK and Ireland than any other sales company.

Why not find out more about holding a
Greenwood sales event in your store or group.

You can expect to generate from 25% to 100%
of your annual sales in a 3 week event, at good
margin. A more accurate sales projection can
be estimated after a brief free consultation –

either on site or over the telephone.

Call us now to request our Information Pack,
or to discuss how one of our Sales Events

could work for you.
01625 521010 

Or go online and visit our website at:
www.greenwoodretail.com

I said in July that we’d paid the rent and we’ve done it again.
These quarters seem to fly by, but this time we were happier to
give the landlord his due as things have picked up a bit. Only a
bit mind.

I don’t know if it’s the reduced local competition I mentioned
before or if people are feeling a bit more confident about
having money to spend. It could be we’ve had a lucky spell that
could die any day. I just don’t know, but for the moment I’m
grateful for it.

But there is one thing that I and the staff have all talked
about: everyone is asking for a discount. We’ve been used to
people waiting to the end of the conversation before bringing
up the topic, but this summer ‘What’s your best price?’, ‘What

can you do for me?’ and ‘Well, I
was only thinking of spending...’
have all been heard a lot
quicker.

It’s not unexpected I suppose.
After all, we do it with our
suppliers. But the thing that has
surprised me is that it’s
happening at the top end as
well.

In previous downturns, and
I’ve been through a few, we
could always rely on our better

heeled customers to write the cheque (credit cards or
agreements were looked down on) for what it said on the price
card. Now even they are asking for something. I’m not sure if
they really cannot afford a few extra hundred pounds or they
just want to think they have managed to get something extra
from us. 

But, as I’m sure you do, we have worked out a procedure
when it comes to that ‘extra’. We have a database of what the
customer has previously bought and if the sofa they bought
before was more expensive we’ll mention that the potential
new one is X less than they paid before for a very similar
product. That often works, but if not and we’re sure it’ll clinch
the sale, we’ll try a cash discount off their next buy. If that fails it
is time for the staff to start acting and stress they have to check
with me for such a thing. 

I’ve spent many an hour working out the cash margins on
everything we sell, so I know exactly what I can give and what
makes no sense if we want to stay around. So back the staff go,
saying, ‘As you are such a valued customer I’ve been told that on
this occasion there is a special price for you,’ (and a Bafta for
them). In the main it is working. Long may it continue.

The author is an independent
furniture retailer

We’re still here and
we’re carrying on

I’ve spent
many an
hour working
out the cash
margins on
everything
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1 Balterio’s Dolce 7mm laminate collection offers a

real parquet look at a reasonable price: a fashionable

laminate floor for every budget. Some decors have a

True-to-Nature structure while others come with the

new Soft Touch Mat structure, adding finesse to this

quality of laminate floor. 

Tel: 00 32 5662 8081

2 Schnepel’s S1 collection shows its commitment to

style and integration and remains true to the ethos of

the brand to retain German hand-built quality and

style. The range has three component parts: left, right

and centre, and consumers can choose any, or all the

parts, to suit the location. 

Tel: 01604 653 832

3 Broader than standard grippers, Floorwise’s

Diamond Gripper delivers greater stability and with an

increased number of pins across its length it gives an

improved hold once the carpet has been stretched.

Because it is pre-nailed, it helps prevent any damage to

the wall during fitting and allows speedier and easier

carpet installation. 

Tel: 01509 673 974

4 With a pile weight of 50oz, a tog rating of 1 and

manufactured using a two-ply yarn, Victoria Carpet’s

Radiance Collection not only offers extra durability but

also a luxurious feel. Available in 4m and 5m widths,

Radiance has a choice of 20 subtle shades. 

Tel: 01562 749 300

5 Vorwerk’s latest display for its Fascination Collection

features large-format sample cards with inspirational

photography, shelves for large detailed pattern

swatches beneath, and innovative attaching hanger

units that house individual ranges within the collection.

Tel: 020 7096 5090 ���

NEW PRODUCTS



Textile passion 
meets 

profession

9  – 12. 1. 2013

Ideas with a global impact are presented here
and a worldwide industry is shown where the
latest developments are heading. A unique and
inspirational start to the season – the perfect
foundation for business success.

Information and tickets at advance sale prices at

info@uk.messefrankfurt.com
Tel. +44 (0) 17 84 41 59 50
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Five bed industry champions were
revealed at the National Bed Federation
Bed Show Gala Dinner, with Bensons for
Beds winning Multiple Bed Retailer of the
Year; Land of Beds, Helsby, Cheshire
taking home the Independent Bed
Retailer of the Year award and Feather &
Black named as Etailer of the Year.

Vi-Spring took Bed Manufacturer of the
Year and CPS Labels Bed Supplier of the
Year.

The judges said: ‘After a progressive
year, Bensons for Beds was a worthy
winner of Multiple Bed Retailer of the
Year. In 2011, the new business was
launched, merging the existing Bensons
for Beds, Sleepmasters and Bed Shed
brands under one umbrella. Bensons
now has over 290 stores nationwide

���

Celebrating champions
The Bed Show once again recognised its finest

BEDS AND BEDROOM

along with 14 Bed Shed stores. Its store
format has been developed and its
parent company, Steinhoff, has set its
stall out to develop and invest in the
brand over others in the group portfolio.

‘Based in Cheshire and established
over 40 years, Land of Beds is a family-
owned company that has invested
heavily over this past year – with staff,
marketing, deliveries and a second
showroom, and has become one of the
first choices in the area to visit when
buying a bed.

‘Feather & Black is a great example of
bed and furniture etailing. Offering
exceptional product at sensible prices
and delivered with first class 

Alan Williams, Bensons for Beds md 

Mike Murray, Land of Beds 
director (centre) collects his award from host Gyles
Brandreth (left) and Simon Spinks, NBF president

Mike Murray, Land of Beds director

Gyles Brandreth entertains the audience
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tasteful, fresh collections
sun 4 > wed 7 nov 9am > 7pm 2012

BRUSSELS FURNITURE FAIR IS AN EASILY NAVIGABLE,
WELCOMING FAIR WITH A FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

AND A DIFFERENT RANGE FROM THE FAIRS IN THE UK.

CALIA - CALLIGARIS - GAUTIER - GIRARDEAU - HIMA - INCANTO
KAREL MINTJENS - KOINOR - NATUZZI GROUP - NEYT - NOLTE

POLO DIVANI - RAUCH - RECOR GROUP - ROM - THEUNS - VELDEMAN BEDDING
VINCENT SHEPPARD - WIEMANN AND MANY MORE...

show their extensive collections on impressive stands
discover more names at www.furniturefairbrussels.be
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service, the company’s online channel
has attracted acclaim from many sectors
of the industry and is attractive,
interactive, intuitive and focused.’

Vi-Spring was a standout winner for
Manufacturer of the Year, said the judges.
Pioneering the use of pocket springs in
mattresses in 1901 it has continued to
innovate in the use of sustainable natural
fillings. Its dedication to sourcing only
the finest materials and its growing
export business has already earned a
Queen’s Award for Excellence.

Winning Component Supplier of the
Year, CPS Labels is now one of the largest
UK suppliers of mattress labels.

‘These awards celebrate the good work
of individual companies, but also the
achievements of the UK and Irish bed
industry as a whole. The industry should
give itself a pat on the back for the hard
work it does in bringing high quality
products to the market in ever more
innovative ways,’ says Simon Spinks, NBF
president.
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk

Adam Black, Feather & Black md

Simon Green of CPS Labels 

Jim Gerety, Vi-Spring salesand marketing director



Castelan Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) – registration number 572287. ©2011.CastelanGroup Ltd.#2.CAS 2012
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Shepherding interest
Retailers are being urged to support the year’s largest carpet promotion

The Campaign for Wool’s centrepiece
– Wool Week – takes place from 15-21
October and retailers have been
encouraged not to miss out.

‘It is always good to have a point of
differentiation and a story at sales level.
This campaign gives retailers and
manufacturers alike that hook and I
would urge them both not to miss this
wonderful promotional window and take
the opportunity to celebrate and
promote the industry’s premier fibre,’
says Andrew Stanbridge, Carpet
Foundation chief executive, who has
coordinated the carpet marketing. 

He points out that 75% of all British
wool goes into carpet and wool. Wool
has been used for centuries in carpet
manufacturing and is still recognised as
the best fibre for use in carpet.

Retailers can make use of the free CfW
window stickers while display pods cost
£75.

Until recently wool was costly for
farmers. While about 80% of the
shepherding costs were associated with
wool only 3% of income was ���

Left: Window stickers
are free
Below: Wool rich
carpets, such as Ulster
Carpets’ Ulster Velvet,
seen in Imperial Red,
are at the heart of the
campaign 



All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities

• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays

• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk

visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH 
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

Contact Gareth Price
29 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire PO10 7HE

Tel: +44 (0) 1243 378369 • www.lynchsales.co.uk

Let’s make
retailing fun again.
Remember the fun of welcoming 
excited customers to your store and
helping them find just the right styles 
at surprisingly affordable prices? While
times may change, one thing stays the
same: customers love a sale!

After more than 98 years helping
furniture retailers hold high-energy, 
high-impact sales events, no one is 
better qualified to help you usher in 
the good times than the Lynch Sales
Company.

A Lynch Sale can produce from 30 
to 60 percent of your annual sales 
volume, while generating increased
customer traffic that will bring the fun
back into your store.

So let’s get back to the fun and 
excitement of furniture retailing. Call 
or write us for a complete outline of our 
legendary Sale Plans, and our 
no-nonsense, one-page contract.
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derived. In 2008 a farmer with 1,000
Romney ewes would receive about
£2,000 for their fleeces, which barely paid
for the shearing. Today, helped by the
campaign’s activity, they get between
£10,000 to £12,000. 

‘Wool is now getting back into a
position where farmers are taking a
proper interest in it and the end user is
getting a better product,’ says
Stanbridge. 

While meat is the dominant product
from sheep, farmers are no longer reliant
on this alone for the income.

‘For centuries sheep have shaped our
landscape and generations of families
have earned a living in the textile
industry. Sheep are nature’s lawnmowers.
Lose the flocks and we lose the
wildflowers on our downs,’ he stresses. 

‘Whole livelihoods will be put in
jeopardy, from farmhouse B&Bs to local
pubs and communities. We must never
turn our back on Britain’s home grown
fibre.’

Now in its third year CfW, spearheaded
by Prince Charles, has helped drive new
demand for wool. Originally intended to
reignite the UK’s love affair with wool, it
is now a global campaign with more
countries than ever before with activities
to celebrate Wool Week, including China,
Germany, Holland, the USA, Australia,
Spain, New Zealand, Japan and Korea.
Campaign for Wool, tel: 01562 755 568

As well as the carpet marketing, this
year’s events include:
● The largest ball of wool ever
wrapped around Harvey Nichols in
London; 
● A knit-off attempt with teams of
knitters on trains creating a super-size
Union flag in the time it takes to travel
from London to Edinburgh and back; 
● CfW has teamed up with leading
fashion universities to provide
budding knitwear designers with the

opportunity to see their work sold
commercially in leading retail outlets
such as John Lewis, Marks & Spencer,
Topshop, Pringle and Hackett; 
● The Chelsea Design Centre will
house a bespoke wool interiors
installation; 
● A journey of heritage along the
Leeds/Liverpool canal to Yorkshire
arriving in Saltaire, a World Heritage
site and the traditional home of the
UK weaving industry. 

Have a ball…

The campaign is
designed to boost
wool sales and display
pods cost £75 (below)



www.moduleo.co.uk

inspiration for Transform Verdon Oak 24984

Nothing taken from nature, 
except inspiration

̶
Hundreds of stunning designs in the Moduleo® luxury flooring 
range allow for the creation of truly harmonious spaces with all 

the elegance and detail of natural materials, but without
actually taking them from the environment.

̶
 The latest in recycling and green manufacturing technologies 
prove that cutting-edge design doesn’t have to cost the earth.
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A family affair
Rupert Anton explains why he
opposes the proposed boardroom
takeover of Victoria Carpets by a
consortium headed by his second
cousin, Alexander Anton

‘At 6pm on a Monday evening before Christmas, I picked up a
message on my answerphone from my second cousin telling
me “something was afoot” at Victoria Carpets,’ reveals Rupert
Anton. 

‘At 7.15pm I received a call from a New Zealander who
announced that while I didn’t know him, his name was Geoff
Wilding and he was to become a central figure at Victoria. 

‘What followed since has served to put Victoria under
considerable pressure at a time when it has fought challenging
market conditions and continued to perform well through the
economic downturn.

‘Our family battle for control has been played out in public
with unprecedented media interest for what is a relatively small
company. But we are fighting for a principle here and regardless
of a company’s size it is right that shareholders are not
subjugated to the will of a minority. 

‘The reason we have been so high profile is that the media,
like many others, is astounded at what the consortium led by
Alexander Anton and Geoff Wilding is trying to do. 

‘Their plan is akin to letting your next door neighbour sell
your house for you, only to take a quarter of the proceeds for
themselves. To attempt to take control of a company that is not
in trouble and then award oneself millions of pounds for the
privilege of selling it grates. While not illegal, it certainly leaves

a bitter taste in one’s mouth. They are supposed to be running
the board, not taking incentive packages.

‘Victoria has a management team and customer base that is
the envy of many in the industry. But, because ours is the kind
of business that is first to go into a recession and the last to
emerge, the stock market doesn’t love us. Despite the gap
between Victoria’s net asset value and its share price, the
business has outperformed the sector, and its organic growth
strategy is working. 

‘Anyone can look at figures on a spreadsheet and say that if
we do X, then Y will improve. But this fails to account for the
human element. No-one is indispensable but in the carpet
industry relationships are vital and the business has prospered
because its people have fostered their relationships, built trust
and improved quality and reliability. It is all too easy to “switch”
sell in this industry as we all know: the pack of cards can quickly
come tumbling down.

‘To me, it is clear we’re watching a train crash in slow motion.
The Anton and Wilding consortium poses significant dangers
for the business and its employees. 

‘Am I angry with my relatives? No – but I am disappointed
and surprised at their actions. 

‘Finally, I must save a word for Victoria’s management. Alan
Bullock in the UK and Barry Poynter in Australia are two
excellent men who, between them, have devoted 80 years of
service to Victoria. To remove them from the board at the recent
AGM was an insulting act. Whatever happens, Alan and his team
have done all they can to ensure all of the company’s owners
get to have their say and I have tried to help.’
Rupert Anton’s immediate family own 7.59% of Victoria Carpets.
The general meeting vote on the board takes place on 3 October.

The views expressed on this page are the author’s alone and
not that of Interiors Monthly.
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Parker Knoll
Henley

Best of British
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A new  
Parker Knoll is to 
include Derwent’s 
range to create a
thoroughly British feel

Parker Knoll has been reestablished as a
brand of choice through quality retailers
nationwide and has enjoyed significant
growth during the past three years. Now
its offer is to receive a major expansion
with the addition of the Derwent brand.

The range development of Parker Knoll
has been substantial during this period,
with the 2010 launch of two collections:
Heritage and LifeStyle. 

In Heritage, the addition of new
modern classic models such as Burghley
and Hanbury added depth to the
collection of bestselling chairs such as
Penshurst and Froxfield. 

The launch of the LifeStyle collection
brought a new direction and this range
of modern, comfortable, stylish motion
furniture has played a major part in the
growth of the Parker Knoll brand. 

During the same period sister
company Derwent repositioned its range
and fabrics, and the business was

Sienna in Fitzroy Red

York recliner

Classic fabrics
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  direction
transformed. While retaining traditional
models such as Westbury and
Canterbury, the range was developed to
offer contemporary classics such as
Burlington and Isabelle, as well as an
extensive fabric collection.

‘In recent years the furniture retail
marketplace has changed dramatically.
Today the mid-market is dominated by
either leading consumer brands, such as
G Plan and Parker Knoll, or keenly priced
fashionable classics. While Derwent is
positioned in the upper middle market, it
is neither of these. As a result, while the
range has continued to sell well in recent
months, Derwent product has been
increasingly debranded and fragmented
throughout stores, making it difficult to
establish a comprehensive range,’ says
Donna Bellingham, Parker Knoll brand
manager.

The strategy will see the current
Derwent range become part of the
Parker Knoll Classic collection, creating
an extensive branded classic offer for
retailers. 

‘The Heritage Parker Knoll models have
been highly successful in recent years,
and there is already clear evidence
through sales that Classic branded
models are well received by consumers

in this sector,’ she says.
Research for the company

has repeatedly highlighted
consumers’ lack of confidence when
buying furniture, and the reassurance
they get from quality retailers and long
established British brands. 

‘The British public is very fond of the
brand and want to see it develop.
Consumers went on to support the
brand stretch across the range of
Derwent models, understanding that
brands need to develop and progress to
survive,’ explains Bellingham.

The Parker Knoll brand identity has
been revisited as part of the strategy. The
logo has been updated and modernised,
and the brand repositioned to feature a
softer, lighter and, what Bellingham
describes as, a ‘thoroughly British feel’.
The new logo will be featured in stores,
POS, brochures and on the website to be
launched in mid-November. 

A national advertising campaign will
begin in late autumn and interiors
specialist agency Hillgate PR has been
hired. Detailed plans for product
endorsement, fabric features and
consumer promotions are in place for
2013.

Also, the opening of a 3,000sqft 

showroom in Long Eaton will allow
consumers to view the full collection. 

‘The new 2013 Parker Knoll range will
feature the best of British design with
two extensive collections, Classic and
LifeStyle. In addition, the brand will offer
one of the most comprehensive fabric
collections in the industry – grouped in
clear stories to aid the consumer with
selection,’ says Bellingham.

She says the new collection provides
quality furniture with an extensive choice
in style and design. 

‘It is an impressive collection of
products that are British-made in
Riddings, Derbyshire. With major PR and
marketing support, as well as the
installation of Parker Knoll studios in
leading retailers, this all represents a
major opportunity for retailers of the
Parker Knoll brand,’ Bellingham adds. 
Parker Knoll, tel: 01773 604 121

The logo has been updated along with lifestyle images in the new brochure

Bradley in Festival Grey

Jasmine Grand in
Edinburgh Silver
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Proud traditions
WBH celebrates six decades of UK manufacturing

At a time when the nation is being
encouraged to celebrate all that makes
Britain great, it’s important to remember
that when it comes to manufacturing we
have got a lot to be proud of, reckons
Mark Woodberry, WBH md. 

‘British made products are admired the
world over for their inventiveness,
reliability and quality,’ he says. 

This is because products are designed
to last which makes British-made
furniture popular with consumers from
the UK and abroad.

‘Sometimes it may appear cheaper to
buy furniture produced on the other side
of the world but when it comes to
buying for the home, who wants cheap?’
he questions. 

‘Customers are also getting wise to the
imported look. What they really want is
furniture designed for the UK market, at
a scale appropriate to our homes, and
made with good old-fashioned British
attention to detail.’ 

Woodberry says the company has
spent the past six decades concentrating
on playing to its strengths: giving
customers and retailers what they want –
consistency in quality, design and
manufacture, supported by customer
service that is second to none.

‘With many retailers finding it
increasingly challenging to buy from
abroad, we have worked hard to create 
a range of commercially priced
contemporary and traditional furniture,’
he says. 

The result is a portfolio of living, dining
and bedroom furniture offering practical,
attractive and affordable options all
around the house, from the high gloss
Rubix and Breeze collections, to the more
traditional Walnut Huxley and Pippa.

‘We also realise that for the retailer the
key benefit of buying British has always
been the importance of good customer
service. And having been awarded an AIS
Gold Standard for service and quality –
and voted Interiors Monthly Best UK
Furniture Manufacturer for the second
year in a row – our commitment to the
British retail trade is there for all to see,’
says Woodberry.

‘It is really good to now see a growing
understanding among public and trade
alike of the economic, environmental
and competitive benefits of buying
British furniture. While this puts more
responsibility on all of us, it can only be
good news for British consumers,
retailers, manufacturers, and the country.’
Visit: www.caxtonfurnitureonline.com

Breeze bedroom collectionWalnut Huxley living and dining collection

Rubix living and dining collection

Pippa bedroom collection



Turns a house into a home.

If you think 
this looks 
impressive,
waituntil you
see the price.

The sheer quality of the high gloss finish is what

impresses people most about the Rubix living and

dining collection - that was until they hear the price.

Available in white, black and cappuccino, and boasting

a host of special features which includes a choice of

coloured doors on the wall unit, Rubix offers a level of

sophistication not generally found in this price bracket. 

Thanks to Caxton’s unique UK based manufacturing

capabilities we can produce consistent, quality product

for a lot less than expected. To find out more, call

08700 600 555 today.
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Almost three decades ago Sean Sutcliffe
and Sir Terence Conran founded
Benchmark in a converted barn in West
Berkshire. Today it is still there, albeit
larger and covering 35,000sqft with its
workshops and showroom.

It has retained its ethical beginnings
with FSC and PEFC certification, sourcing
local timber and with its 50 staff
travelling an average of just 13 miles
each to work.

Benchmark's latest collection, released
last month, continues this approach and
includes:

● Katie Walker’s first design for the
company, the Bellanca table, an
extending dining table with curved legs
and drawers which cleverly support the
top when it is extended. 
● The Dexter console table with drawers
by Kay+Stemmer has striking crossed
legs and a curved top. 
● Steven Owens, Benchmark head of
design, designed the Mason table in
response to the growing popularity of
zinc – a material that patinates over time
and tells its own story. He has combined
it with a simple oak frame with

traditionally pegged joints that showcase
Benchmark’s craftsmanship. 
● Owens has also created the elliptical
large Skim coffee table made in a
combination of walnut and oak.

‘These pieces showcase our core
values of best design, materials and
craftsmanship,’ says Sutcliffe.

‘We’ve mixed woods and metals in
new combinations – something that we
are uniquely able to do because of our
skills in both woodworking and specialist
metalworking.’
Visit: www.benchmarkfurniture.com

Barn to win
Since its foundation, Benchmark has sought to
combine traditional values and contemporary design

Clockwise from top left: 
Skim, Bellanca, Mason, Dexter
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Cormar has been producing carpets
in the UK for more than 50 years 

One of the best known names in British
carpets – Cormar Carpets – continues to
fly the flag for all things home-grown as
it celebrates another successful year
supplying affordable, quality tufted
carpets. 

A British company through and
through, Cormar is based at two sites –
Holme Mill and Brookhouse Mill – in
Bury, Lancashire. Not only is it one of the
few carpet companies still manufacturing
all of its products in the UK, but it also
uses British wool in more than half of its
wool ranges. And the company actively
promotes its home-grown heritage with
a ‘British Made by Cormar’ logo launched
in 2009. 

‘We are proud to be one of the few
remaining British-made manufacturers,’
says David Cormack, Cormar Carpets,
marketing director. ‘It is very important
to us to be seen to be delivering British
made, high quality, affordable carpets.’

He says the advantage of dealing with
a UK producer is that it is on the spot to

take full control of
the manufacturing
and distribution
process. Retailers
know they can rely
on a good backup
service and in a
competitive
marketplace that is 
a vital reason for
choosing to buy.  

‘It is still a tough market and retailers
are looking for suppliers that offer that
little bit extra. Service is one of the areas
we have always concentrated on and
which, along with quality and reliability,
is still recognised and as valued as ever,’
he stresses.

The company offers a 48-hour delivery
service to most of its customers through
its 10 outbases nationwide, to reduce
lead times and ensure a flexible and
reliable delivery service.

Cormar’s 2012 portfolio consists of 16
product lines: a mix of 50%, 80% or 100%

wool ranges as well as six Easy Clean
polypropylene qualities – including the
recently launched Primo Choice, a
heather twist available in two qualities,
Super and Elite. 

Cormar’s British made philosophy has
served it well and has led to a catalogue
of award wins including Metro Group’s
Supplier of The Year award for 13 years
running, eight times Flooring One’s
Supplier of The Year and for three
consecutive years it has been voted Best
Customer Service company by Interiors
Monthly readers.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

Flying
the flag

Primo Sensation

Cormar takes control of manufacturing and distribution



CHARISMA Pocket Memory Foam
• 75mm. Visco Memory Foam in a Pillow Top.
• Heat treated 1000. Count pocket Spring unit.
• Micro Quilted Soft Touch Cool Knit Stretch Fabric.
• Cool Sleep Air Flow Border System.
• Hypo Allergenic.
• Divan Bases with Six Cover Choices.

Dreamland Beds UK Ltd.
Unit 4, Bertha Road

Greet, Tyseley

Birmingham  B11 2NN

Telephone 0121 771 3663

DreamLand
Beds
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Sweet Dreams’ mattresses 
and divans have always 
been UK-made

Sweet Dreams has always made its
divans and mattresses in the UK, a policy
adopted for its other product ranges
with great success.

There are now several models in the
fabric upholstered bedframes collection,
including three TV-ready beds that come
with a choice of a sprung slatted or five-
action adjustable frame. The latest of
these, launched at The Bed Show last
month, is Ella. Available in a range of
fabrics, the glitzy, diamante-studded
headboard brings glamour to the
bedroom. The floor-standing headboard
is available separately. 

‘Sweet Dreams first began in business
by making headboards in 1988,’ explains

Jackie McGarvey, Sweet Dreams sales
manager. ‘We still make them today; all
our fabric headboards in their many
diverse styles are made here in Burnley,
and the latest floor-standing models take
the concept a step further.’

Another new floor-standing
headboard is Laurel, with a soft,
sculptured look, and is available in the
same selection of fabrics as Ella.

‘The new divan it complements, Laurel,
epitomises luxury: 2,000 pocket springs
and a traditional tufted pillow-top make
for superlative comfort, while the luxury
knitted mattress cover is on-trend for
style,’ says McGarvey.

Divans remain Sweet Dreams’ core

Created
and made
in the UK

range and Laurel was just one of five
models launched at The Bed Show. The
others were Canvey from the Enchanted
collection, Holly and Rose from the
Comfort collection, and Eccleston Ortho.

Sweet Dreams’ collection of British-
made roll-up mattresses has also been
augmented this autumn, with three
models manufactured in Burnley using
newly purchased machinery. 

‘We’ve been investing recently in the
machinery that allows us to produce
more lines here at Primrose Mill,’ says
McGarvey. ‘We’ve also bought the very
latest in spring machines to ensure we
keep apace in our core product.’

One of the three new carry-home
mattresses, Revive Spring, is a spring
mattress with 13.5 gauge springs and
deep stitchbond quilting.

All Sweet Dreams’ British-made
products are made to order and
delivered within 10 working days. 
Sweet Dreams, tel: 01282 830 033

Laurel

Left: Ella 

Right: Canvey



Care to join us?
The world leaders in research and testing
for the furniture industry

Enhance and promote your business
The Furniture Industry Research Association is a truly unique, not for 
profit organisation that represents the whole of the UK furniture industry.  
Our Members enjoy a number of unique key benefits:

Find out how to join and get your company profiled
alongside some of the best names in the business:

www.fira.co.uk/membership
or call 01438 777 700
Maxwell Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2EW

Testing Certification Consultancy Training Equipment Specifier Services
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Manufacturing success
Carpenter is thriving in the bedding and flooring markets

As one of the UK’s leading foam
producers, Carpenter is firmly ranked
among Britain’s manufacturing success
stories.

In the past six years both its consumer
division – which produces bedding
products – and its underlay division have
made major inroads in both markets to
become multimillion pound arms of the
business.

At The Bed Show last month Carpenter
reinforced its fast-growing Sleep Better
portfolio with the launch of the
company’s patent pending foam Spring
Link technology,

‘We have developed a truly innovative
way to use viscoelastic memory foam
that takes production of our pillows and
toppers to a whole new level,’ says Gillian
Finch, head of the consumer division. 

The technology consists of a series of

interlinked round foam springs that
provide softer, more responsive support
and enhance active airflow throughout
the product. 

‘Our foam Spring Link concept was
developed with efficient manufacturing
processes in mind in order to offer a new
level of luxury support,’ she says.

Based at its state-of-the-art production
facility at Glossop, Derbyshire, Carpenter
is a major supplier to the UK furniture,
bedding and floorcoverings markets.

‘The company leads the field in
research and development, constantly
investing in new equipment and
innovative techniques. It is a strategy that
has not only fuelled the growth of
imaginative new products within the
consumer business but one that was
behind a new initiative from the underlay
division this year,’ Finch adds.

The launch of a national underlay
recycling scheme marks another UK first
for the company and demonstrates its
increasing commitment to the
environment. 

The scheme works by providing
Carpenter wholesale recycling volunteers
with wheelie bins for PU offcuts and
uplifts. The wholesaler is then
encouraged to provide fitters with
recycling bags, also provided by
Carpenter, to fill with Carpenter product
which can be returned to the wheelie
bin, where it is collected to be reused.

‘As a British manufacturer we know and
understand the UK market and the
importance of anticipating and adapting
to the increasingly sophisticated needs of
our customers,’ says Ian Owen, Carpenter
national sales director.
Visit: www.carpenterconsumer.co.uk

A selection of Carpenter products: Magic
Supreme underlay, Sleep Better Cool
Comfort pillows (right) and Foam Spring
Link toppers (below)
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Capital care and support
London-based One Call Furniture caters for most price bands

One Call Furniture has made furniture in
London since the 1970s and is proud of
its heritage of producing quality and
affordable British furniture.

‘We also pride ourselves on our
customer care, providing an aftersales
support that is second to none. From
large orders through to individual
requests, we value each customer and do
our utmost to ensure maximum
satisfaction,’ says Avi Heller, One Call
Furniture director.

The company has four collections:
entry-level Elemental in three finishes;
mid-level Mode with six finishes
including two for children; Visualise
which offers 11 styles, and the modern
mix and match Avola in two qualities.
One Call Furniture, tel: 08451 084 084

 Call 08451 084 084,  Visit www.1cfl .co.uk
or email sales@1cfl.com to request a brochure

Avola
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Modus XII
For the past 12 years Modus has championed
international contemporary design – and made
the products in the UK. Here we take a look at a
dozen of its best upholstery designs, including

two of its latest, launched at Design
Junction last month. 
Visit: www.modusfurniture.co.uk

2012 Bend by Magnus Long offers
informal seating which, if grouped
together, can build into a highly
adaptable arrangement.

2009 Flex by Sam Johnson combines
the flowing curves of its arms with an
angled section at the base. The deep
seat and softly sloping back provide a
high degree of comfort.

2012 Library by Michael Sodeau has a simple
sculptural quality while its high back gives it
a style of its own.

2008 Orbital by Christophe Pillet
makes a statement with its bold
contours and black or white high
gloss shell.

2008 Wrap by Simon Pengelly is available with a
cast aluminium swivel base or satin chrome ski
base and optional headrest, while the back wraps
around the seat to create the arms.



to view our full range visit - www.furniturelinkuk.co.uk

Interested in stocking our products?
Contact us now for information. 

*Link/50 and Link/100 is available on Furniture Link 
upholstery only. Terms and conditions apply, contact 
us for details on:

T: 01948 841321

Alessia

Triesta

Lyon

Monzano

Ruby

Rebecca

Savona

5% discount on all
orders of 50 seats

10% discount on all
orders of 100 seats

Rebecca

Savona

Introducing

The Link Discount Scheme

furniturelink

Gemona Prado Turin

Sofa Bed

Available! Sofa Bed

Available!

Sofa Bed

Available!

Kyle Somerset

Sofa Bed

Available!
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Right: 2010 Ten by Michael Sodeau
has an oversized seat depth and
back for extra comfort and is
available as a two and three-seater. 

Below: 2001 Bernard by Simon
Pengelly offers retro style and a
luxurious sit. As well as the
armchair, it is a available as a
two or three-seat sofa and
corner unit. 2011 Part by PearsonLloyd is

simplification personified. 
Also available as a sofa, 
it offers wood or steel 
legs or none.

2011 Palais by
Michael Sodeau has
angled arms and back
and the design allows
for contrasting fabrics
to be used on the
front, seat and back.

2009 Lear by Patrick Norguet is a
modular system with stitching
detail giving the impression of a
segmented back with a contrasting
single seat cushion.

2010 PLC by PearsonLloyd has been
regarded as a classic since its launch,
combining simplicity with substance.

2003 Angle by Simon Pengelly allows for
contrasting fabrics on the seat, arms and back.
It is also available as a sofa.



• From £58.00 • UK Stock • No Min. Order

HARMONY FURNISHINGS
01902 459898
Unit 10, Delta Trading Estate, Bilston Road
Wolverhampton  WV2 2QD (Opposite the VW garage)
sales@harmonyfurnishings.co.uk    www.harmonyfurnishings.co.uk

ORLANDOTURIN FABRIC

Black Lemon Brown Lime Orange Plum Purple Red

Blue Charcoal Lime Red Teal Black Lime

Chocolate Teal

Pink Black

APRIL

NICOLE FAUX LEATHER

Profit
with UK-CF
room service
� You make the sale

� You place your order with us

� Your work is complete –

Your profit is in the till!

� Room Service delivers direct

� No cash tied up in stock

Apply now to be an exclusive UK-CF authorised dealer in your area.

Web: www.ukcf.co.uk
Email: sales@ukcf.co.uk

General enquiries: +44 (0) 1706 235 210

a comprehensive
range of AV furniture
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Copying case settled
A ‘substantial’ settlement has been paid over recliner copying
– the second time in recent months that Morris Furniture
Group has had to protect its Relaxateeze designs 

Furniture importer Global Furniture Alliance has paid a
‘substantial’ out-of-court settlement after admitting copying
two bestselling upholstery designs.

Global Furniture Alliance has paid Morris Furniture Group the
monies after admitting copying Relaxateeze’s Avanti and Eros
models.

‘This is the second time recently we have had a company
infringe our registered design rights but it’s the first time we
have witnessed what is in our opinion a blatant deliberate act
that was calculated to undermine Relaxateeze,’ says George
McGraw, Morris joint md.

‘Global Furniture Alliance not only imported complete copies
of Relaxateeze’s bestselling Avanti and Eros models but even
used the same names on packaging and invoices thereby
infringing our registered designs rights of both models 

as well as it amounting to passing off,’ says McGraw.
‘We have won a substantial settlement figure where our

policy of investing in registering all designs has stopped further
breaches and continues to give the Morris Furniture Group’s
designs full protection at all times.

‘We hope this will be further proof to any company which
might seek to infringe or breach our design rights that we have
a zero tolerance with copyright and design issues and will take
immediate legal action,’ adds McGraw.

In July TJ Hughes and Morris reached an out-of-court
settlement over a claim that the chain had infringed 
Morris’ intellectual property rights in the Relaxateeze 
Barca chair including registered design rights and rights in
passing off.
Visit: www.morrisfurniture.co.uk

Avanti and Eros



BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS

Best ORIGINAL designs 
from Relaxateeze

Buy the original only from Relaxateeze

7 DAY EXPRESS DELIVERY 
AVAILABLE ON THESE PRODUCTS

Contact Direct Sales on 0141 300 7234 or visit  www.relaxateeze.co.uk

EROS
R

AVANTI
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‘White painted furniture is among the bestselling products in
our range,’ says Emmett Lenaghan, Julian Bowen commercial
director.  

He says white is popular with the consumer as it is easy living
and contemporary, yet timeless.

‘Both the beds in white-painted wood and metal are fast-
selling lines for us and the Stone White finish we have perfected
is of a very high quality. White is one of the hardest finishes to
achieve consistently both in colour and texture and we are very
proud of this. We have also developed the colour so that you
can coordinate any white-painted product within the collection
and it will match. 

‘We have also been very careful in how we combine both
MDF and pine together to ensure that when the paint is applied
the finish is uniform throughout,’ he adds.

Hyder Living has recently increased its painted offer with
more white designs, which now include Clifton, Hampton,
Mayfair and Capitano.

‘You only have to look at the sheer
amount of white furniture available
today, particularly bedroom pieces, to see
just how big this trend has become,’ says
Zed Hyder, Hyder Living md.

‘Watching this trend closely, we
were able to predict its continued growth
and responded at the beginning of the
year with an increased number of white
styles, all offering a unique take on
the theme and providing retailers with one
of the biggest collections now on offer.’

Royal Oak Furniture has also joined the
painted market with its contemporary Pop
range. The collection includes a sideboard,
chest of drawers, home entertainment unit,
occasional table, coffee table, rocking chair
and storage unit with a choice of paint
finishes.

Painted is now a major pillar of Kettle
Interiors offering. ‘With the long-running
Victorian collection among our first painted

The popularity of painted
furniture continues to rise

Brushstrokes

furniture, we’ve always been keen to follow this growing trend
realising that one range simply wouldn’t accommodate people’s
different ideas as to what makes perfect painted furniture,’ says
Simon Ainge, Kettle Interiors sales director.

‘Of course, when the trend started it was borne through the
reclamation of old furniture, updated with a coat of paint, but
now it has mainstream appeal, offering a somewhat softer and

more refined appeal contrasted to the abundance of wood.‘ 
The company’s latest painted range, Highgrove, has a

blend of mushroom paint and lacquered oak for a country
home feel.
Hyder Living, tel: 01484 531 000
Julian Bowen, tel: 01623 727 374
Kettle Interiors, tel: 01536 444 960
Royal Oak Furniture, tel: 01756 753 378 

Julian Bowen’s Cameo Sleepstation

Hyder Living’s
Capitano

Royal Oak’s
Pop in apple

Kettle’s Highgrove
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Listening pleasure

‘Retailers are increasingly coming to understand that
consumers want a wider range of audio visual designs than
furniture companies have traditionally offered,’ says Charlie
Graybrook, UK-CF sales director.

‘We’ve been explaining to furniture retailers across the
country that shoppers are keen to keep up with the trends and
this today means gloss black and gloss white.’

UK-CF has recruited a network of authorised dealers offering
a comprehensive product offer backed with quick direct home
delivery. At the centre of the package is its Room Service
delivery, where UK-CF holds the stock and contacts the
consumer within 48 hours of the sale in-store to arrange
delivery to the room of their choice.

‘The product range and the Room Service concept have been
warmly welcomed as it is simple but highly effective. Retailers
avoid tying money up in stock, the free display stock backs up
our commitment to sell through, and it is all underpinned by
the quality of the delivery service and the quality of the
product,’ he explains.

Graybrook recognises that by delivering on behalf of the
retailer, their reputation is in UK-CF’s hands and this is why it
will only work with appointed authorised retailers in each area
to ensure the high quality of service it insists on is always
maintained.

He adds the company has recognised that lack of POS in the
furniture industry is an area that needs addressing. 

‘Through our POS it becomes clear to a customer to ask
about other sizes and designs. This gives the retailer the chance
to sell from a glossy UK-CF or Ultimate range brochure. With
Room Service it is all about being able to show a large range
from the brochure using the display models to show the quality.
Two display models can sell a range of 12 models all because of
Room Service,’ he says.
Visit: www.uk-cf.co.uk

One audio visual company says it acts on consumer
demand and retailers appreciate its wide offer 

Troy

Ultimate Damson

London in black

New York in white
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Dutch
comfort
M Line mattresses are now
available in the UK

Flowers, cheese and Robin van Persie are
among Holland’s more notable exports
to the UK, but M Line is hoping to join
the list. Since its launch in 2000 M Line
has grown to be one of the leading bed
brands in Holland and has a strong
market presence in Germany, Belgium,
Turkey, Spain, Austria and Switzerland.

‘M Line believes in the importance of
sleep, your sleep is when your body and
mind recovers and recuperates from the
stresses of the day and prepares you for
the challenges ahead. As we live in a
24/7 economy, where work, leisure and
rest are all interwoven, we tend to have
more intensive days and shorter nights. It
is vital that we get the most out of our

night’s sleep,’ says Adrian Eyre, M Line UK
agent.

M Line worked closely with the
Institute of Ergonomics in Munich to
create the Slow Motion mattresses and
pressure relieving pillows. Its goal was to
develop a premium viscoelastic mattress
brand to provide excellent comfort and
optimum pressure relief. 

‘There was a need to find solutions to
the negative characteristics of other
viscoelastic brands, such as heat, lack 
of ventilation and lack of movement.
Slow Motion uses innovations such as
pressure relieving viscoelastic, patented
shock absorbers, air and moisture
honeycombs, zoned comfort areas,

seven-zone pocket springs, patented
hygienic climate control and a fleXnet
support system to provide optimum
comfort,’ says Eyre.

The Barcelona FC youth academy
training centre and many other athletes
also use M Line mattresses and pillows.

Eyre says he hopes to create a network
of key independent retailers in the UK,
backed by in-store studios and POS. 

‘We will have a large focus on service
and quality and by having a selective
stockist policy will also help to avoid
some of the constant downward pressure
on price and margin that often comes
with other premium brands,’ says Eyre.
M Line, tel: 07714 340 141

M Line has a
strong European
presence with
Barcelona FC’s
youth academy
and other
athletes using its
mattresses
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Stand out from the crowd 
& have a say in the future
of your industry!

NICF 4c St. Mary’s Place, The Lace Market
Nottingham NG1 1PH Tel 0115 958 3077  

Fax 0115 941 2238  Email info@nicfltd.org.uk

www.nicfltd.org.uk

“Hi, I'm Ian James and I've been a member of the NICF and 
Masterfitter for over 12 years. During this time, I have gained 
numerous quality, profitable jobs due to being a member of the 
NICF and having the NICF Master Fitter status accreditation. 
Customers often mention that the NICF was the route they used 
to find me. 

In the current climate, more than ever, customers are looking for value, 
expertise and professionalism from their floorcovering suppliers and fitters. 
In my experience, being registered with the NICF generates a significant 
amount of recommendations for jobs, which makes life easier and generally 
more profitable.

Along with the good standard of jobs coming through, NICF membership also 
grants discounts on great quality workclothes and tools and access to the 
Croner helpline, in the event of any discrepencies or diputes. Clients can also 
use the NICF for a guarantee of quality fitting and therefore feel confident 
NICF members will carry out a high standard of workmanship.

In a nutshell, NICF membership has offered me huge opportunitys over the 
past 12 years and I intend to remain a dedicated NICF member well into 
the future.
Yours,
Ian James”
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Rug styles popular in 17th century
France are gaining ground here

Since its decision to enter the UK market earlier this year, Belgian rug
company Createx has found the UK has fallen in love with its
reinterpretations of Aubusson rugs.

It has taken several Aubusson designs and combined them in a
patchwork effect – the rugs are woven in one piece – to create the
Patchwork collection. 

Made from a 70% wool/30% cotton chenille mix, stock is held in
Belgium ready for speedy delivery to the UK.

‘Since we decided to introduce them into the UK it seems as if
retailers and their customers cannot get enough of them and we are
receiving constant enquiries,’ says Yves De Rudder, Createx director.

Aubusson in central France became known for its tapestries and rugs
in the 1580s when weavers from Flanders arrived in the area. By the
17th century the rugs had been developed as an alternative to the
Savonnerie rugs being woven for the French kings. These were so
expensive that only monarchs could afford them, so the Aubusson style
was created for Europe’s wealthy households, depicting the floral
arrangements, military and heraldic references and architectural motifs
the royal court was used to seeing.

Createx now has the Loft display unit for Patchwork and its other
collections. Occupying 1sqm of floorspace, the stand can carry 32
samples – removing the need for the retailer to carry stock of standard
sizes. Custom sizes are available in three weeks.
Createx, tel: 07850 852 732

Top: The Loft POS stand
Above and left:
Patchwork in Tomato and
Antique Aubergine
Far left: Bespoke sizes are
available in three weeks 

Entente
cordiale



Calls are free from a BT landline and BT mobile, calls from other operators may be higher.

www.1and1.co.ukCall  0800 171 2631 or buy online

1&1 MY WEBSITE
WITH SPECIALISED
CONTENT FOR
FURNITURE
SHOPS

GET YOUR NEW
WEBSITE IN MINUTES
Our web developers have
created an exciting new website
package especially for furniture
companies – 1&1 MyWebsite.

With professional layouts, text 
and images to complement
your furniture business,
1&1 MyWebsite makes it quick 
and easy to represent your
business online and includes
everything you need for an
attractive web presence.
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Going
viral
Pergo is looking for
online success to
boost the brand

Pergo has released an online video to
show the benefits of its flooring that it
hopes will become a global viral
marketing campaign.

The video shows a happy children’s
birthday party, but by moving across the
screen viewers can watch scenes of a
chaotic version of events designed to let
viewers uncover the ‘story behind the
story’ and see how durable Pergo
flooring is. 

By interacting with the video viewers
can also take part in a competition to
win the new VW Beetle. 

‘Last year Pergo broke away from the
traditional flooring exhibitions by rolling
across Europe with two supertrailers as a
way to bring the brand closer to retailers.
This year we aim to bring the brand into
the homes of millions of potential
flooring buyers across the globe,’ says Tor
Ivar Riise, Pergo sales and marketing
director. 

‘We have always taken pride in being
at the forefront of technical innovation
when producing high quality flooring,’
says Riise. 

‘Now we are doing the same with
marketing by using the latest 
technology to help build awareness for
our brand.’

The video can be seen at
www.pergomoments.com and will be
promoted through retailers and Internet
advertising. 

‘Of course, we’re counting on people
to spread the film by sharing it with
friends through social media or email so
we can reach as many people as possible
in our target markets,’ adds Riise.

The Beetle contest will run until March
2013. 
Visit: www.pergomoments.com

The video shows
happy and chaotic
birthday parties
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www.1and1.co.ukCall  0800 171 2631 or buy online

1&1 MY WEBSITE

TRY IT FOR

FREE!
www.1and1.co.uk/furniture
30 day free trial, then from just
£9.99 per month*

GETTING ONLINE IS EASY
All you need to set up your own website is an Internet connection. 
Choose your business sector, select a colour scheme and enter
your business address – done! Professionally written content and 
graphic elements especially created for furniture companies are 
included with your website package and can be customised or
changed online at any time.  

PLUS:  Your package includes a free Internet address!

Easily customise
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Improve your search 
results with a free, 
memorable domain
name.

Easy integration of
Facebook and Twitter
buttons so visitors
can recommend your
website.

Choose or upload
images with a few
clicks.

Change colours
instantly.
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Something for everyone
What to expect at this year’s event
‘The Brussels Furniture Fair has become
an extremely important landmark in the
furniture world, a setting where sales
really do take place,’ says Lieven Van den
Heede, organiser. 

About 20,000 visitors – more than half
of which are non-Belgian – are expected
to attend the show, which Van den
Heede says has five main attractions.
● An extremely varied and
contemporary range of furniture in the
modern middle segment, from Belgian
furniture manufacturers such as Meubar,
Recor Group, Boone, MDR Decruy, D&D
Furniture, Bauwens, Neyt and Juventa.
● Belgium remains outstanding in the
solid wood furniture sector, which has
been updated in timeless and robust
collections from Mintjens, Theuns, Bara,

BSM, Vandecasteele, Thor, Van Houdt and
others.
● Competitive and attractive seating
from Belgian manufacturers including
Mecam, PassePartout, Mobitec, ROM,
Up2date, Medal, Wolmat, Hima, Gerlin,
Conforluxe, Varam, DEZ and Sitino.
● The presence of international
companies such as Nolte, Rauch,
Wiemann, Wimex, Himolla, Koinor,
Polinova, Hukla, Ewald Schillig, Willi
Schillig, Calligaris, Bardi, Calia Italia,
Natuzzi, Max Divani, Incanto Group, and
Polo Divani.
● The Brussels by Night section attracts
the numerous bedding specialists in
Belgium, the Netherlands, France and
elsewhere. It includes many major
brands from Belgium and abroad:

Veldeman Bedding, Recor Bedding, 
LS Bedding, Revor Bedding, Simmons,
Pirelli, Tréca de Paris, Dunlopillo, Sapsa
Bedding, Tempur, the Hilding Group with
Eastborn, Pullman, Bico and Jensen, Pure
Latex Bliss, Colunex, Harrison Beds,
Somnus, Norma, Avek, and Carpe Diem
Beds of Sweden.

‘The Brussels Furniture Fair has a solid
basis, a broad spectrum of innovative
and market-oriented products with
added value and a clear position in the
commercially most important segment
of the market. The hard economic times
do not stop us from growing, especially
in terms of content, nor in our
significance on the European market,’
says Van den Heede.
Visit: www.furniturefairbrussels.be

PREVIEW



Thousands of new launches from leading brands including:
House Doctor/Seletti/LSA International/PR Home/Royal VKB/Eva Solo/Bugatti/Epe International/
Asoaso/Coach House/Content by Conran/Design House Stockholm/Pad Home/AN Hainsworth &
Sons/Stelton/Jansen+co/Bloomingville/&Tradition/8mood/Droog/Pad Home/Skandium/Jonathan
Adler/95% Danish/Alessi/Authentics/black + blum/Blomus/Bronte Tweeds/Ella Doran/Grand
Illusions/GreenGate/Hemingway Design/Formahouse/Marrimeko/Iittala/Rowlett Rutland/Sibona/
Skandium/W2 and many more

TABLEWARE/KITCHENWARE/INTERIOR ACCESSORIES/GLASSWARE/
SOFT FURNISHINGS/LIGHTING/SMALL AND OCCASIONAL 
FURNITURE/GARDEN ACCESSORIES

Co-located with

THE DEFINITIVE TRADE EVENT FOR
THE VERY BEST NEW HOMEWARES
AND INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

13—15 JANUARY 2013
EARLS COURT 2, LONDON

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST AT
WWW.HOME-LONDON.NET



Look for the Buttery
Your assurance of a quality carpet

The No.1 choice

in carpet protection from

Associated Weavers

Heatherguard Saxony

New Mood

Stainguard Harvest Heathers
Stainguard Saxony

Temptation

Woodland Twist

AN EASYCARE CARPET

100% Polypropylene

Temptation
Stainguard Harvest Heathers

Carpet ranges listed below all have a
20 Year Stainaway Warranty



Island Weave

Country Berber

Gladiator

New Direction Supreme

Santorini
Scottsdale Twist

Stainaway Harvest Heathers

Stainaway SupremeYork Twist

Stainaway Classic Heathers

Tuftex Twist

Crossland Berber

Bleach Cleanable - Complete Peace of Mind
All our 100% Polypropylene Stainguard XL  fibre carpets in the Stainaway
Collection are 100% Bleach cleanable.

Everest Twist

First Choice Twist

Simply Stunning Sonic Twist

Sparkle

Associated Weavers
Fletchers Mill, Dean Clough Mills,
Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX3 5AX.

Tel: 01422 431100
Fax: 01422 431105
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Tuftex Twist

Crossland Berber

Stainaway Harvest Heathers

Country Berber

Scottsdale Twist

Invader

Carpet ranges listed below all have a 15 Year Stainaway Warranty

Carpet ranges listed below all have a
10 Year Stainaway Warranty
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Companies enjoyed Yorkshire hospitality and showed off their wares ���

Harrogate highlights
Vorwerk’s Cirro



Mohawk International  01480 479830  www.mohawkinternational.com
The Waterfront Centre, Wyboston Lakes, Great North Road, Wyboston, Bedfordshire MK44 3AL

Fax: 01480 471 304    Email: marinagooch@mohawkeurope.com     wendyrobinson@mohawkeurope.com
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£49 DELIVERY
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A legacy worth leaving
Mohawk’s American Legacy is made with Everstrand XtrasoftTM

TM carpets come 
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Abingdon Flooring introduced Stainfree Caress, striped
Stainfree Boutique in five stripes and 10 coordinating plains in
1m, 2m, 3m and 4m widths, and the Stainfree Rugged Twist
available in 11 colours and 4m width.

Beauflor showed off its POS display stands for its Podium LVT
alongside the new Comfort Grip Extra vinyl range.

Cavalier Carpets launched the roll-only Celebration in five
colours, two weights and a 4m width and Second Celebration, a
fleck version. It also updated its POS with a tombola.

Cormar Carpets expanded its Primo Easy Clean collection
with heather twist Primo Choice. Made from 100% Excellon
polypropylene fibre, it comes in two qualities, a dozen shades
and 4m and 5m widths.

Dikatex-Flexura debuted the Flexu-Step stairs system along
with longer and wider engineered planks.

Edel Telenzo added greys to Bakerloo and Piccadilly designs
and introduced the 100% wool wide strip Hammersmith.

F&X Carpets showed its Himalaya collection of undyed 100%
wool in 4m and 5m widths.

Furlong added four shades to Satisfaction.
Gaskell previewed the Kennington and Charing Cross

coloured and striped loop piles. 
Green Tree Distribution unveiled several engineered and

laminate flooring, including oak Verso in six decors, Parquet
Design in 10 decors, Bamboo in eight decors, the Elesgo gloss
range in 20 decors and added three colours to Krono Original. It
also showed a range of internal doors in oak, white and pine.

Ideal released its sample book collection for Dublin Heather
at the show. The range expands its Dublin collection, building
on the Dublin Twist and Dublin Elite. Dublin Heather is available
in a dozen up to date natural colours, 4m and 5m widths 

Ideal’s Dublin Heather

Lano’s Oasis

Edel Telenzo’s Bakerloo



Schnepel S1 Furniture – it will make you think again
• Free Home Delivery
• Free Infra Red Remote sender to enable you to use remotes

when the doors are closed.
• Built in Power sockets
• High Gloss Black or High Gloss White
• Many extras such as audio, lighting and even a remote control

TV lift available.

Demagio and Schnepel
info@demagio.com or call us on 01604 652832

S1 Black and Red
TV Furniture with

lights built in.

High Gloss unit
with audio and TV
bracket built in

Part of the Novostrat range of polyethylene
underlays to suit every application and pocket.
From store to floor - there’s no better solution

Sonic range
Comfort range

HIGH PERFORMANCE UNDERLAYS

Sonic Gold Excel
wood and laminate
floor underlay

Insulation in Construction

EXCEPTIONAL SOUND REDUCTION
EXCELLENT IMPACT RESISTANCE
EVENS OUT UNEVEN FLOORS

www.novostrat-insulation.com
info@novostrat.com

TEL: 00353 61-339287

The
sexiest
underlay
you will
never see
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and two backings – woven Actionback and felt Premiumback.
From J2 Flooring was the Rustic Textures LVT, available in

three colours with a 0.3mm wear layer.
Kersaint Cobb launched the 100% wool Orient Express,

Adventures and Classics with three pile options. Panda’s Eye,
with a choice of five tones, was added to its sisal range while its
engineered offer was boosted by Duo Living with 148mm and
190mm planks and eight colours.  

Kingsmead Carpets introduced Silk Century in a dozen
colours. Available in 4m and 5m widths, the collection of plains
has a 100oz per sq yard pile weight and uses two-ply Everlon
fibre. Artwork was expanded with 10 stripes, only available in
the 45oz weight and 4m width, along with two plains: a grey
and a terracotta to create Artwork Special Edition.

Lalegno’s Barn engineered wood range features burned and
smoked finishes and many natural details and texture.

Lifestyle Floors introduced the Champagne Stripe carpet with

felt back and 4m width and a waterfall POS unit. Its new sample
spinner unit features handles that only fit its swatches.

Manx Carpets introduced Brussels, a 50/50 three-ply
collection with 4m and 5m widths and coordinating pinstripes.
Royal Kingdom is a collection of plain, bleach-cleanable
polypropylene saxonies while Elements offers two styles in 4m
and 5m widths with a three-ply yarn.

Mercado showcased nine Troublefree carpet ranges that are
bleach cleanable and multi-width. The Kaindl laminate range
was expanded with 10 decors and the show also saw the
introduction of the TLC design book, showing the decorative
floor options of its bestselling LVT.

Mr Tomkinson launched Jade, its first saxony in 5m widths.
Made from recycled plastic bottles it comes in a dozen colours
and is also available in a 4m width. It also showed off the 50/50
Macbeth with eight natural shades in 4m and 5m widths. Classic
Berber, now made in the UK, saw two new colours and the new

This page
Left: Rama’s Contour
Below left: Beauflor’s
Honey oak
Below: Origin Red’s
Stems

Opposite page
Top left: Cormar’s
Primo 
Top right:
Mercado’s Glamour
Cameo
Bottom left:
Abingdon’s Rugged
Stainfree
Bottom right:
Lifestyle’s Champagne
Stripe
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Othello design, increased the range from 18 to 32 options.
Oriental Weavers unveiled the shaggy Highlands New

Zealand Wool collection, the Kendra range of machine-made
traditional designs, and the Aspire range of Indian handmade
designs. New colours and designs expanded Paloma and it
introduced the Bambino printed children’s range.

Origin Red’s launches included the acrylic Allure, Stems and
Ripple available in four sizes and three colours.

Rama Carpets’ launches included adding five colourways to
the carved Contour range, 10 designs to Graphic Illusions and
the New Zealand wool Nepal with viscose highlights.

Vorwerk Carpets used the show to debut a compact POS
stand for its recently revamped Fascination Collection. In a
monochrome colour scheme, it has large-format sample cards
with inspirational photography, shelves for large detailed
pattern swatches beneath and attaching hanger units that
house individual ranges within the collection.
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Georgian Carpets introduced
its first polypropylene saxonies.
Available in 4m widths, Delph,
Higham and Cottage are
available in three, three and two
qualities respectively.

The 50/50 Velvet Elite was
launched in 10 shades and 4m
and 5m widths. The
polypropylene Beau Twist was
previewed ahead of its launch
this month. Bleach-cleanable, it is
available in two qualities and 4m
and 5m widths.

Stoddard showed off Denmark,
a 100% wool, four-ply loop pile
available in two designs and 4m
and 5m widths.
Visit: www.theflooringshow.co.uk

Top: Georgian’s stand
Left: Georgian reflected its offer in
language in the shape of its logo 
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Billy White highlights
some of the stands 
that caught the eye 

On the Kingsmead Carpets stand, Artwork Special Edition
was the star with 10 new stripe options in New Zealand wool
designed by Joanna Ramsden. The stripes, which coordinate
with the plains in Artwork, all relate to the latest furnishing
trends and will be in stores before Christmas. 
Kingsmead Carpets, tel: 01827 831 424

It was another good show for Edel Telenzo, with an
encouraging response to its latest products, including the
Tube Collection, Hammersmith, with its wide multi-stripes
and contract quality striped 100% Everlon polypropylene,
Rio de Janeiro. Congratulations to James Browne, of Rodgers
of York, winner of an iPad in the prize draw. 
Edel Telenzo, tel: 01422 374 417

For retailers keen to recycle carpet waste,
recognising the twin benefits of disposal
cost savings and enhanced customer
service, Carpet Recycling UK was the
stand to visit. The show also saw Flooring
One join as an associate member. 
Carpet Recycling UK, tel: 0161 440 8325

Manx Carpets celebrated a hat-trick of
launches aimed at style and price
conscious consumers, including the
50/50 three-ply low level Brussels with
coordinating pinstripes and bleach
cleanable range, Royal Kingdom, a
heavyweight plain saxony with a stain
and wear warranty. 
Manx Carpets, tel: 01827 831 434 
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Roberts, now managed and supported by
QEP, showed off its latest carpet
installation tools, adhesives and
accessories. Established in 1938, Roberts
has been responsible for inventing and
improving many of the most common
carpet tools that are in use today and it
continues to introduce innovative
products that address the new challenges
of today’s professional. 
Roberts, tel: 01253 789 180

Kerstaint Cobb returned to its beach bar themed stand from
2011, with Mike Richardson, Kersaint Cobb general manager
(pictured) and team attracting visitors with new products
and fruit punch. 
Kersaint Cobb, tel: 01675 430 430

‘Love the feeling… walk on British wool’
was the theme on the British Wool
Marketing Board stand as it recreated an
iconic scene. The organisation used the
show to demonstrate the benefits of
using British wool in carpets and flooring.
British Wool, tel: 01274 688 666

Bronte Carpets attracted visitors with its custom-made
carpets available in any colour and widths of up to 12m
without joins. Its made to plan service also includes L and T
shapes to further reduce waste. Saxonies, velvets, twists,
shaggy and hand-crafted borders were all on offer. 
Bronte Carpets, tel: 01282 862 736
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Green Tree made its Harrogate debut with
a plethora of engineered and laminate
flooring that drew the attention of many
visitors. The company says its collection of
wood doors proved to be a winner with
retailers. 
Green Tree, tel: 01785 818 005

Stroolmount had an excellent show. ‘With
the current economic climate, people are
looking for add-on sales to give their
customers the best experience. Our
products offer this but can also protect
you from high insurance claims,’ says the
company.
Stroolmount, tel: 08454 706 670

Mercado lived up to its Interiors Monthly Best Flooring
Wholesaler award with the busiest stand at the show.
Showcased were the additions to the successful Trouble Free
range of carpets and the launch of the TLC luxury vinyl
flooring brochure. 
Mercado, tel: 0113 380 2900

Westco had a successful show with new staff and new
products. Paul Ashley and Michelle Turner, Westco’s new
national sales managers, presented 40 Shades of Oak the
company’s latest bespoke flooring product alongside its
range of 5G push-down engineered flooring. 
Westco, tel: 029 2037 6700





Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS 
1 Practice pugilism
5 Stern
10 Passage into a mine
14 Whimper
15 Range maker
16 Director Ephron
17 Came down to earth
18 Dry red wine
19 Boris Godunov, for one
20 News
22 Crown of ancient Egypt
24 Part of many email addresses
25 Where It’s at
26 Intense
30 Insoluble protein
34 Fine and delicate
35 Celtic priest
37 ‘Strange’ introduction
38 Blunder
39 B&B
40 Touch lightly
41 To ___ (perfectly)
43 Reptile
45 Movie theatre
46 Bigot
48 Ceded
50 Rocky pinnacle
51 Charlton Heston’s organisation
52 Medieval steel helmet
56 Incomplete
60 Monogram ltr
61 Muse of lyric poetry
63 Playthings
64 Work the soil
65 Saltpeter
66 Della’s creator
67 Sommer of film
68 Mass of eggs
69 The back end of something

DOWN
1 Petty quarrel
2 Hungarian sheepdog
3 Put ___ on it!
4 Netlike
5 Stickled
6 Latin I word
7 Male sheep who may play American
football for St Louis
8 Break, card game
9 Yokel
10 Infectious disease of cattle
11 Prescribed amount
12 Oil rich state neighbouring Iraq
13 Fruit filled pie
21 Drink made with beaten eggs
23 Mongrel dog
26 Lucid
27 Poker Flat chronicler
28 Landed
29 Imbibe
30 Curled
31 Not so hot
32 Mindlessly stupid
33 Well known
36 Actress Merkel
42 Qualify
43 Sieves
44 Primitive form of wheat
45 Din
47 Great age
49 Before
52 Sever with the teeth
53 Indigo
54 Worm fibre
55 Stumble
56 Simmer
57 An apple or a planet will have this
at the centre
58 Tree frog
59 Belgian river
62 One time link

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p74
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The dynamic growth and success of Wilkinson Furniture has been due to its strong 
vision for excellence.Wilkinson Furniture is now a formidable force in the market place,
and is considered extraordinary in supplying reliable products that consistently prove to 

If you would like to grow with us, then choose Wilkinson Furniture 
as your furniture supplier and contact us today.

Growth … fed by vision 

Wilkinson Furniture 
… the secret of our growth

T: 01625 878 444 
W: www.wilkinsonfurniture.uk.com
E: sales@wilkinsonfurniture.uk.com

Wilkinson Furniture,Adlington Business Park,Adlington,
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Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

New order: Julian Bowen received parliamentary recognition when it was presented with
its Interiors Monthly Best Furniture Wholesaler award by Gloria De Piero, MP for Ashfield, at
its Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, premises. Everyone a winner: At The Flooring Show, Joanne Paull,

Interiors Monthly director, and Graham Harris, Manx Carpets
general manager, draw the winner of tickets to watch
Manchester United v Liverpool. David Shae of Leyland Carpets,
Leyland, was the winner. Cormar Carpets gave away iPads at
the show, with Steve Parson of Astra Carpets, Kirkby-in-
Ashfield, Nottinghamshire; Chris Walker of Jim’s Carpets, Leeds,
and William Eastham of Potts and Ward Woodcocks, Brighton,
the lucky winners.

Belly good: Hadfields is usually guaranteed to offer something different to draw visitors
at The Flooring Show, and this year did not disappoint with Turkish dancers entertaining
on the Turkish-themed stand

Golf squad: The Scottish Furniture Trades Benevolent
Association’s annual golf day, sponsored by The Morris
Furniture Group, raised £4,000 for the charity. Eighty golfers
took part including the Morris team of (from left) Peter
Hetherston, Nick Walton, Darrell Tough – who won the best 
11-15 handicap net score – and Robert Morris.





For people with excellent taste
Part of the award winning Cloud 9 range of underlays. Proudly made in the UK to B.S. 5808 (1991)  

the brand leader

www.underlay.com
t: 01536 200502

Voted Best Underlay
Manufacturer 2012
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